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NAVIGATOR is a next-generation cloud-based tool that enables businesses to manage their cyber maturity,
achieve and maintain cyber resilience and compliance and reduce audit overheads.
In any business, cyber security is about ensuring the confidentiality, integrity and availability of the information and
systems upon which a business relies to operate.
Understanding how mature your cyber posture is and where you are on that journey is the critical first step to identifying
the gaps and resolving them; assessing your defences continuously ensures you are on the front foot. Outdated
governance, compliance spreadsheets and systems are no longer efficient.
With businesses working with finite budgets, determining where to allocate spend to reduce risk exposure and drive
return on investment is also critical.

SOLUTION OVERVIEW
NAVIGATOR is cyber maturity management reimagined. Visualise cyber maturity and compliance levels across
your business at the touch of a button, whether from an aerial view or drilling down to a single control.
To successfully manage cyber risk, it is first necessary to understand it. ITC begins by assessing the current cyber maturity
of your business, across technology, people and governance.
Cyber assessments are performed using ITC’s blended methodology, a curated set of recommended controls and
industry best practice. Customers can select from industry recognised standards such as NIST CSF, ISO-27001 and CIS
Top 20, with the flexibility to create and add additional frameworks to fit specific needs and use cases.
NAVIGATOR provides a visualisation of the assessment outcome and the ability to track progress against remediation
actions, enabling you to maintain a continuous approach to improving cyber security controls.
Furthermore, customers are provided with integration into ITC’s platform ecosystem of existing managed services,
delivering end to end cyber security.
Determine where you are on your cyber maturity journey, identify where key gaps exist and track mitigation and
ultimately, deliver return on investment.
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ABOUT ITC
SECURE
ITC Secure is an advisory-led
cyber security services company.
We have a 25+ year track record
of delivering business-critical
services to over 300 bluechip organisations - bringing
together the best minds in
security, a relentless focus on
customer service and advanced
Figure 1: Example of NAVIGATOR’s dashboard for a centralised view of cyber maturity across the organisation
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BENEFITS

- Easy to consume visual dashboard

- Encompass people, process and

for a centralised view of cyber
maturity
- Switch between an aerial view or
focus in on a single control or area

technology controls in one place
- Expert guidance in the adoption
of security frameworks
- Clear and concise visualisation of

of the business
- Streamlined internal and external
data collection and distribution
- Use ITC’s blended methodology
built on years of industry
experience

cyber maturity
- Ability to communicate
cyber posture to key business
stakeholders
- Structure investment around

- Alternatively choose from
established industry frameworks
- Ongoing tracking and

key maturity controls through
financial representation of risk
- Reduce audit preparation

management of control

overheads and simplify ongoing

implementation and remediation

compliance

activities

technological expertise to help
businesses succeed.
With our proprietary platform
and customer-first mindset, we
work as an extension of your team
throughout your cyber journey
and always think not only about
you, but also your customers and
the reputation of your brand.
ITC Secure is headquartered in
London, UK. With a dynamic
balance of the best in people,
technology and governance,
we make cyber resilience your
competitive advantage.
To learn more about
ITC Secure, please visit
www.itcsecure.com
or email us
enquiries@itcsecure.com

- Create efficiencies by replacing

- Identify next steps and take action

legacy manual processes

Figure 2: Example of NAVIGATOR’s remediation actions dashboard
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